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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR WASTE
MINUTES OF THE WORKING GROUP TO REVIEW THE NRC STAFF'S
CAPABILITIES IN COMPUTER MODELING AND PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT FOR THE HIGH- AND LOW-LEVEL
WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
OCTOBER 16-17, 1991, BETHESDA, MARYLAND
A

two-day

Working

Group

meeting

to

Review

the

NRC

staff's

Capabilities in Computer-Modeling (CH) and Performance Assessment
(PA)

for the High- and Low-Level Waste (HLW and LLW) Management

Programs was convened by Working Group Chairman Paul W. Pomeroy at
8:30 a.m. on Wednesday, October 16, 1991 at 7920 Norfolk Avenue,
Bethesda, Maryland,

Giorgio N. Gnuqnoli was the Designated Federal

Official for the meeting.-

(Note:
Drs.

For a list of attendees, see Appendix I.

D. W. Moeller and W. J. Hinze were

ACNW Members,

also present.

ACNW

Consultant Dr. David Okrent was present, as well as invited experts
Drs. Mick Apted, Paul Davis, Scott Sinnock, Clifford Voss and Chris
Whipple.]

First Day,. October 16. 1991
Chairman'
Dr.

ORning Remarks

Pomeroy noted that this day's

focus

would be

on the HLW

program. He read into the record Commissioner Rogers' questions to
the ACNW, which had led to this working group meeting:
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"1. Does ACNW think that the NRC staff has developed a suitable
performance assessment program,
experimental
demonstrate

confirmation,
to

a

backed

that,

licensing

if

board

by an appropriate
implemented,

that

an

would

independent

assessment of repository performance had been conducted that
was sufficient to support an NRC finding regarding the ability
of a repository to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 60.112
and 60.113?

If not, could the ACNW provide suggestions as to the elements
such an independent performance assessment program should
include?

2.

What is

ACNW's opinion of the adequacy of the equipment,

expertise and training,

for computer modeling capabilities

available to the staff in both the high-level and low-level
waste management

areas?

In

response, please distinguish

between the modeling capabilities available in-house versus
those

available

through

the

Center

for

Nuclear

Waste

Regulatory Analyses or contractors.

Dr. Pomeroy noted that in further guidance, a greater emphasis was
placed on the CM aspects of the NRC staff capabilities.

Dr.

Pomeroy also noted the importance of PA and CH to the pre-licensing
and licensing processes.

He further observed that this Working

Group meeting was timely and important in evaluating what the NRC

J

l
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staff PA and CM projected needs were going to be.

Dr.

Okrent

voiced skepticism that the ACNW would be able to respond in any
specific manner,

since

the staff's

goals

and objectives

were

understandably diffuse, given the regulatory situation (i.e., vague
terms, such as reasonable assurance or expectation).

M. Federline. NRC/KMSS/HLWM
H. Federline briefly outlined the presentation and identified NRC
staff, both in HLWM and RES, who were the leads in the various
areas of PA and CM.

Significant points brought up during her

presentation include:
*

PA assists in refining the regulatory framework (evolution of
differences between 10

*

CFR Part 61 and 40 CFR Part 191).

PA assists in developing technical review procedures for NRC
staff and in developing guidance to DOE for pre-licensing
consultation.

*

Independent NRC estimation of repository performance would be
difficult to evaluate without a more explicit set of criteria
by which the NRC staff can perform each estimation.

*

NRC's rolo is to review DOE's PA at a broad level, with more
detailed

reviews

--

involving

independent

NRC

CM

-

in

significant areas.
*

NRC staff is in the process of PA interaction, from which more
complex and powerful models and codes will be available to NRC
for license application (LA)

reviews.

However, these NRC

codes will not be as complex in detail as those used by

DOE.

r
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M. Silberberg. URC/RES/WMB

Mr. Silberberg stressed the importance of developing an in-house
modeling capability. He was careful to highlight the importance of
the CM capability as an NRC staff capability, rather than an NMSS
or RES capability.

He also highlighted the groundwork performed by

Sandia National Laboratories (SANDIA)
Methodology,

in developing the PA Tuff

as well as the orderly technology transfer to the

Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (Center).

Significant

points raised during his presentation include:
*

Iterative PA may not be sufficient; high-level guidance from
the Commission is necessary to define the NRC staff's PA/CM
role in licensing.

*

Data and other information needs for PA & CM result from
interactions between researchers and the PA practitioners,
through the iterative PA process; the Systematic Regulatory
Analysis (SERA)

*

There is

also feeds into this learning process.

no substantial document that governs basic research,

PA developmental research and licensing activities, although
the proactive strategy is
*

Mechanlsm

directed to this goal.

exist (MOUs) for interaction and exchange in areas

of PA, CK and data with the DOE; key issues and needs can be
resolved

early

and

technical/scientific

consensus

is

facilitated.
*

Questions still remain as to how data are screened, validated
and appropriately merged into the iterative PA, specifically
linking the correct computer code with the appropriated data.

r
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The research and PA/CM programs benefit from interaction with
the international community; e.g., code validation (INTRAVAL).

*

Both the NRC PA and research efforts utilize existing analogs
to assist in validation, e.g., Alligator Rivers, Pena Blanca,
etc., although reliance on analogs has its limitations.

*

Since both the HLW and LLW PA, CM and research are performed
within the same branch in RES, there is a beneficial exchange
of lessons learned, but there are technical and regulatory
differences in the two programs.

*

Expert judgment plays a significant role in PA; NRC staff is
developing guidance on using expert judgment in PA/CM.

S. Coplan. NRC/NMSS/HLWM
Mr. Coplan distinguished NRC's and DOE's roles in PA.
*

DOE collects the data,

develops/validates

PA models,

and

generates a PA in support of a license application (LA).
*

NRC will evaluate DOE's entire PA on a broad scale, and will
do detailed ---

Kr.

in some cases independent verification modeling

reviews in more significant areas.

Coplan discussed how Systematic Regulatory Analysis

(SRA),

Iterative Performance Assessment (IPA) and data collection (site
characterization) feed on each other; e.g., sensitivity analyses in
CM would require that "better" or "different" data be collected.
He

also

pointed

out

that

CM

only

addressed

the

consequence

analysis, performance calculation and uncertainty analysis portions

T
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Significant points raised during his

of the total system PA.
presentation include:
*

DOE has its own PA program and has developed its own specific
codes

computer

characterization;

meet

to
these

needs

relevant
may not

needs
be

in

site

consistent

or

compatible with those of NRC for reviewing DOE's PA and LA.
*

NRC

will

perform

distributions.

a

realistic

analysis

with

appropriate

It will go to a conservative boundary analysis

in areas where there are not sufficient data to choose between
conflicting interpretations.
*

Determining reasonable assurance/expectation is

incorporated

into the NRC licensing review process.
*

A nexus between 40 CFR Part 191 and 10 CFR Part 60 will be
achieved, since NRC will have to incorporate the relevant Part
191 provisions as stipulated by S60.112.

Then -only 10 CFR

Part 60 will be used to determine compliance.

However,

situations could arise where the EPA 40 CFR Part 191 standards
could be

satisfied, but would not be in compliance with the

rest

Part

of

60.

In

that

case,

an

analysis

of

the

uncertainties (and the conservative nature of the assumptions)
could still lead to satisfying NRC's reasonable assurance
criterion.
*

and parameter

The CCDF calculation

incorporates scenarios

(data) uncertainties.

Model uncertainties lead to different

CCDFs.
*

Using expert judgment to generate probabilities, a CCDF can be

October 16-17, 1991
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calculated to include model,

parameter (data) and scenario

uncertainties.
*

NRC will not document when to use data and when to use expert
judgment in PA , that is, DOE's responsibility and NRC should
not impose inflexibility.

If DOE can defend its use, NRC will

accept it.
*

For

CM,

the

verification

NRC

staff

and

will

validation

examine
(V&V)

how

and

DOE

what

handled
residual

uncertainty remains.
*

To conserve resources, NRC will rely on DOE or 3rd party
codes, whenever possible. If not, independent codes will be
used and/or developed.

Independent codes will be used when

the code itself is at the heart of the issue.
*

The CM involved

in PA is

performed,

necessarily,

in an

integrated collegial manner among NMSS, RES and the Center.
*

It was noted that the computer codes previously being used and
tested will, likely, be outdated by the time of the LA.

*

The

IPA

Phase

2

will

involve

more

of

the

scientific

disciplines than Phase 1, which was done almost exclusively by
modelurs.
*

Since the PA capability resides with the individuals in NRC,
questions were raised regarding NRC's ability to retain the
veteran staff.
incentives,

Some NMSS staff

speculated on potential

but no concrete mechanisms exist,

except for

trying to maintain a professionally interesting environment.

October 16-17, 1991
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T. McCartin. NRC/RES/WMB
Hr. HcCartin addressed the existing PA methodology, in light of the
historical background for its development.
computational
(SANDIA)
conducted

tools

developed

from 1976-1991,
by

NRC

by Sandia

as well

during

that

He focused on the

National

as on the

time

period

types
with

Laboratories
of analyses
those

tools.

Significant points raised during this presentation include:
*

The SANDIA work dealt primarily with far-field analysis of
groundwater flow and radionuclide transport.

*

SANDIA did not demonstrate the methodology for tuff, because
the

conflict-of-interest

issue

led

to

terminating

the

contractual involvement between NRC and SANDIA.
*

SANDIA had participated in international validation efforts;
e.g., INTRACOIN, HYDROCOIN and INTRAVAL.

*

The SANDIA methodology mixed complex calculational tools, such
as the SWIFT codes,

with simpler ones to integrate the many

iterations into a representative CCDP.
*

Many of the codes discussed --

SWIFT, SWIFT II,

had inadequacies when applied to the Yucca mountain case;

either sone facet (geological processes)
or

PTM, NEFTRAN -

the

assumptions

were

was too simplified

inconsistent

(saturated

flow

conditions in an unsaturated environment).
*

The technology transfer from SANDIA to the Center was greatly
enhanced by the convening of five workshops.

v

Characterization of the fracture/matrix interaction at Yucca
Mountain

is

the key to understanding

the

system.

DCM3D

October 16-17, 1991
Working Group Meeting
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continuum representation which does

not

impose an instantaneous equilibration pressure between the
fracture and matrix, specifically in the unsaturated zone.
*

Some of the more powerful codes,

such as TOUGH and DCM3D,

require prolonged runs on CRAY computers; i.e., they are not
suited to PC use.
*

SANDIA's concentration on the far-field aspects resulted in a
need to address the influence of near-field mechanisms, such
as the source term; Phase 2 will investigate this.

*

Infiltration concerns are relevant at Yucca Mountain (YM);
codes assuming composite continuum (fracture/matrix) preclude
predictability of "dripping

in the unsaturated zone.

DCM3D

can address this.

J. Randall. NRC/RES/WMB
Dr.

Randall

programs

addressed the

to the PA program

relationship
in HLW.

of

the NRC's

research

Significant points made

include:
*

The PA program has not been a great driver of the research
program in the past; the Phase 2 IPA effort will modify this.

*

From testing of waste containers,

the necessity to model

pitting corrosion seems to be a greater concern than to model
uniform corrosion effects.
*

The experience at WIPP suggests tying PA research to the
budget allocation.

*

Testing at the Never Sweat Mine Tunnel indicated that matrix

October 16-17, 1991
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absorption may not appreciably retard groundwater travel time
Stochastic analyses may be useful in this case.-

(GWTT).
*

Questions were raised on the benefit/cost rationale of relying
on experts

rather

than

natural analog sites.
two;

presently

none

expensive

experimentation

work

at

NRC staff supported a balance of the
of

the

codes

being

used

has

been

benchmarked at the Pena Blanca (natural analog) site.
*

At the Center, there are five FTE's (portions of time from
different staff) assigned to PA; two FTE's are assigned to PA
research.

B. Sagar. CNWRA
Dr. Sagar addressed the PA Methodology Program at the Center.

The

discussion started on a note of skepticism that the present PA
methodology might not be maintained up-to-date with the changes in
the political, scientific,

regulatory and technological arenas.

There was also some discussion regarding the adequacy of the HLW
strategy document, vis-a-vis its usefulness and applicability in
the future.

Significant points raised during this presentation

include:
*

Limitations in their ability to change the staff
Center,

as needs change,

was acknowledged;

at

the

retraining was

suggested as one means of to resolving this problem.
*

PA exercises, early in the program, can help confirm program
needs for PA in the future.

*

Some invited experts were skeptical of the vast differences

11
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allotted to PA in the NRC versus the DOE; the NRC staff
responded that NRC'8

historical role has been to check the

licensee's work, not to do an independent, comparable, and
parallel effort.
*

In discussing the Center's status vis-a-vis hardware and
software:
-

No hardware link between the Center and the NRC currently
exists.

-

There are a number of codes that are necessary but not
yet available to the Center; e.g., TOSPAC & PANDORA.

-

DOE has been reluctant to share access to its databases,
ostensibly due to the lack of QC certification.

*

Future efforts were discussed; these points were raised:
-

multiphase flow and transport needs to be investigated
further, especially gas phase release (C-14).

-

Participants were cautioned regarding treating PA as a
shell game; without proper site characterization PA could
end up being an empty exercise.

N. Eisenberg. NRCINMSSHIM
Dr. Eisenberg addressed the role of IPA in NRC licensing.

He

pointed out its importance as a licensing documentation review
tool,

a guidance development

mentation.
exercises;

aid,

He also highlighted
such as an increased

and

for regulatory

imple-

the staff benefits from

IPA

familiarity with NRC and other

agency PA codes, as well as to provide insights into the "soft"

October 16-17, 1991
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areas of the science that must be addressed; i.e., when more data
are needed.
*

Other observations include:

The IPA is a focus to establish a link where the individual
scientific disciplines and the modeling effort can interact
and cross-fertilize.

*

DOE is responsible for justifying an adequate QA program in
support of their license application (with respect to more
than just PA); NRC's internal QA/QC need not be as stringent
as DOE's.

External review has been achieved by publishing the

Phase 1 study, and through the NWTRB.
*

Time and resource limitations will determine how detailed and
complete the consequence modeling and scenario delineation
will be.

Phase 2 will be more complete and complex than the

Phase 1 effort; e.g., consequences resulting from different
sets of boundary conditions will be evaluated.
*

Phase

2

should

address

the

use

of

expert

judgment

and

techniques for aggregating conflicting and/multiple opinions.
*

Phase 2 will test the completeness and mutual exclusiveness of
the scenario handling capability of the SANDIA methodology.

R. Codell. NRC/NNSSIHLWK
Mr. Codell discussed computer programs for PA.

He pointed out the

various origins of the codes being considered and that it has been
difficult to

obtain them.

Licensing agreements

restrict

the

usefulness of some codes; i.e., proprietary arrangements prohibit

modifications

which would

be a necessary step

in

IPA.

The

October 16-17, 1991
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following observations were made during the presentation:
*

DOE restricts releases of computer codes until proper QA is
completed;

into significant delay.

this translates

Some

experts suggested revising the MOU with DOE to allow code
sharing without legal liability problems.
*

NRC

staff noted

that

the more powerful

transparent, so simplified versions -Monte Carlo analysis -*

codes

are

less

in conjunction with

are needed to understand the process.

Resource codes are too slow to be used in the system analysis
applications required for licensing purposes.

*

Two-phase flow models are necessary to model the movement of
air, gas,

water and heat in

near-field.

the rock; specifically in the

The intense heat transfer expected from the waste

for the first few hundred years at Yucca Mountain

will be

significant vis-a-vis repository performance.
*

Inconsistent databases for geochemistry and thermodynamics
have been a nagging problem.

*

NRC

and

Center

geoch nical

staff

transport,

nonradioactive

carbon

have

developed

which
in

the

addresses
high

for

C-14

interaction

with

a model

temperature

low

and

saturation regizes, that are expected at Yucca Mountain.
*

The presentation ended with exchanges on the relative merits
of balancing mechanistic modeling versus reliance on experts,
and

balancing

simplistic

license-supporting

codes

(with

bounding assumptions) versus detailed sophisticated process
models.

5
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D. Chery, NRCINMSSIHEM
Mr. Chery discussed the hardware and software situation in the NRC
HLW program.
D

The following observations were made:

The staff has access

(by modem or channel connections)

various computer systems and main frames.

to

However, many of

these connections, especially to the Center, are awkward and
cumbersome.
*

Interaction and sharing of resources and equipment with nonHLW (including LLW) staff is prohibited, because HLW resources
are paid from the waste fund (NWPA-restricted).

*

Some experts recommended that the $400K for the NRC overall
advanced computer capabilities pilot project would be better
spent on direct hardware/software acquisition.

*

Mr. Chery referred to an August 24, 1990 Task Group Report
that summarized an analysis of the HLWM Computer and Software
Functional Needs.

This is attached as an Appendix.

M. Federline. NRC/NNSS/HLWM and M. Silberberg. NRC/RES/WMB
M.
*

Federline and M. Silberberg made the following observations:
The staff has implemented a strategy that would address the
concerns raised by Commissioner Rogers (see items 1 and 2 in
the Chairman'. Opening Remarks in these minutes), if it can be
fully funded.

*

Compliance determination
regulatory

requirement

methods,

including PA,

for

each

are being developed as part of the

License Application Review Plan (LARP),

October 16-17, 1991
Working Group Meeting
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Interaction with DOE during their development of the LA and PA
methodology
necessary

with

their

corresponding

to avoid major

problems

in

peers

in

NRC,

is

licensing a waste

repository.

Round Table Discussion
The Chairman requested brief written summaries from each of the
invited

experts.

Verbally,

the

experts

made

the

following

observations:
*

Expert opinion represents the continuum between data, computer
models and PA.

*

NRC should draw upon the international efforts in PA and
computer modeling.

*

All of the NRC HLW staff should be involved in PA to optimize
input into research and experimentation.

*

NRC staff should tackle one or two difficult issues (volcanism
or climate change) in Phase 2.

*

NRC staff should not be trying to independently duplicate
DOE's PA effort in PA; this could degenerate into a "my model
versus your modelu conflict, detracting attention from the
important issues.

*

NRC documentation on the strategy of IPA, the transition from
Phase 1 to Phase 2, etc., is inadequate.

*

RES,

NMSS

and

Center

representatives

made

inconsistent

statements characterizing the NRC approach to modeling e.g.,
realistic approach versus simple bounding analysis.

October 16-17, 1991
Working Group Meeting
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not forthcoming with the needed data in a timely

fashion, NRC needs to exert regulatory pressure to force DOE
to provide it.

The Chairman recessed the meeting at 7:05 p.m.
SECOND DAY. OCTOBER 17. 1991
Chairmants Otenina Remarks
The Chairman noted the timeliness of the use of computer modeling
(CH) and performance assessment
needs in the LLW arena.

(PA)

in the context of current

He also commented on the role of Agreement

States in the LLW licensing framework.

P. Lohaus. NRC/NSS/w
Mr.

Lohaus

began

his

presentation

by

referring

a

to

staff

requirements memorandum (SRM) dated June 14, 1991, that directed
the NRC staff to prepare a LLW PA performance plan.
Paper is being prepared to respond to this SRM.
a

phased

process,

involving

the

Agreement

The Commission

The SRM specified
States,

and

also

An interagency working

stipulated the development of guidance.

group (PANG) has developed a plan building on existing guidance
(e.g., NUREG/CR055 and NUREG/CR 5453).

Mr. Lohaus discussed the

two phases:
Phase 1 - Build an in-house capability based on existing codes and
models
-

Enhance

the

staff's

application (LA)

capability

to

review a

license

17
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- Develop additional Regulatory Guidance
Phase 2 - Upgrade Phase 1 methodology and factor in new results.

Hr. Lohaus indicated that Phase 1 should be completed by the end of
FY92.

Lohaus

Hr.

his

expressed

opinion

the

that

currently

available guidance in the LLW Standard Format and Content Guide and
in Chapter 6 of the Standard Review Plan is adequate, but that it
should be

revised

specific issues.

to

provide

clarity and

to

address

certain

Some experts expressed concern that this guidance

is needed by both applicants and Agreement States; delay could lead
to costly retro fits.

M. Silberbera. NEC/RESIWMB
Hr. Silberberg stressed the team nature of the PAWG.

He cited the

three areas where the NRC/RES staff contribute to the overall PA
effort:

technical support,

development.

research,

and

regulatory

guidance

He commented on the diversity of sites and designs as

complicating factors, not present in the HLW case.

He indicated

that priorities to research are assigned on the basis of the client
office user need letter, but he noted some flexibility to adjust
the

priorities,

as

needed.

Other

points

which

were

raised

included:
*

There is

no dedicated support contractor in

LLW,

as in

the

case for HLM
*

Additional resources are needed in LLW,1 but budget requests

18
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M. Silberberg could not go

are being internally reviewed.
into details.
*

NRC staff provided technical assistance (TA) to California in
its

licensing

reviews,

but

did

not

interfere

with

the

California process.

A. Campbell. NRC/NMSS/ILLW
Mr. Campbell addressed the performance assessment program for LLW.
Significant observations made during this presentation include:
*

The performance assessment methodology (PAM)

is

directed to

enhancing in-house capability and to reducing dependence on
bounding conditions and conservative assumptions.
*

NRC will handle the multiplicity of sites by not specifying
which

suite

of

codes

should

be

used;

the

selected should be based on site conditions.

configuration
A generic list

will be provided from which the applicant can choose,
substitute and/or revise accordingly.

or

But the licensee must

provide a convincing rationale for the choice.
*

Part of Phase 1 will be to generate a library with a wide
variety of codes with a appropriate documentation.

*

Regulatory guidance based on Phase 1 efforts to enhance inhouse experience with LLW integrated PA and computer modeling
codes should be available sometime in FY93.

*

Some participants raised a concern that the guidance is being
developed without having decided on the acceptance criteria

October 16-17, 1991
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for licensing performance; the NRC staff is developing both in
parallel.
*

Main components of the PAWG are:

Infiltration, engineered

systems, source terms, transport and dose.
*

Contractor support is managed by SANDIA, but includes PNL,
INEL, BNL, NIST, MIT, ORNL, U. of Arizona, U. of California,
etc.

*

The level of NMSS resources directed specifically to PA in
FY92 will be approximately 3.7 FTEs.
have 2-2.5 FTEs budgeted.
PA.

Revisions of the SRP

RES has about 2.8 FTEs budgeted to

Five to six total FTEs are budgeted in RES and NMSS via

contractor support.

To complete Phase 1, NMSS and RES will

require a total of 11 FTEs (both NRC & RES).
*

From safety objectives in LLW NRC regulations (10 CFR Part 61)
-

Limit releases to environment (25/75/25 mrem annual dose)

-

Project inadvertent intruder

-

Protect individual during operations (10 CFR Part 20)

-

Provide long-term stability to the entire LLW disposal
system

*

The dose limit in Part 61 does not specify a performance
period.

M. Rozak.
Dr.

California selected a 10,000 year period.

SANDIA

Kozak presented

NRC/SANDIA LLW PAN.
his presentation:

information

on the current status of

the

The following observations were made during

October 16-17, 1991
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Besides

providing

20
the

capability

for

an

independent

evaluation, the PAM is designed to be robust and flexible.
a

The PAM is

designed to be standard-insensitive; i.e., where

the release/dose limits are raised or lowered,

the models

would still be applicable.
*

Research work is under way to address

longer-performance

periods; e.g., interglacial beyond simple freeze/thaw.
*

The PAM philosophy is to compel the applicant to justify use
of less conservative approaches, but, if necessary, the staff
needs the capability to perform the more complex analyses.

*

The PAM allows the flexibility of interchanging codes, as

necessary, but if the site performance cannot be modeled, Part
61 has a site rejection clause.
*

The PAM has "break points," making
consistency is

it modular,

so that

not an issue outside these break points or

modules.
*

The "Validation Needs" Report (Sept. 1991) was mainly directed
to a site-specific validation strategy (data model), but it
also provided for generic considerations which would not
necessitate site-specific input (e.g., a generic waste form in
a generic vault system).

This may also help reduce uncertain-

ties.
*

Weak areas in validation work include:
in dosimetry,

degradation.

stabilized work form

Uncertainty analysis
leaching and

concrete

October 16-17, 1991
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model;

this

assumptions

placing
could

reliance
lead

to

(generically)

a

on

"most

"internalizing"

into

the

computer

models.
*

NRC does not expect to see many differences in the computer
codes used by NRC and the applicant; differences usually occur
in the set of assumptions from which site performance

is

modeled.
*

In the LLW case, performance assessment is just a part of the
overall demonstration of compliance with 10 CFR Part 61.

The

revised SRP describes the "logic" leading to a compliance
decision.
*

At present,
approaches

conservative bounding analyses are the
available

for

dealing

with

uncertainties

only
--

parameter, model and future states.

R.

Cady. NRC/RES/WNE

Hr. Cady presented information on the problem definition (sample
LLW disposal site) for the Phase 1 exercise.

The following points

were raised during his presentation:
*

The sample problem

consists of an anagram of site-specific

data and of reasonably consistent engineering judgment.
*

Although the approach is deterministic, there are stochastic
elements within the framework;

e.g.,

range

of parameter

values; future conditions.
*

The

NRC

staff

presently

uses' four

computer

codes;

an
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additional 13 are loaded onto NRC computers; an additional
five codes need to be installed.

M. Thaggard. NRCINMSSILLWH
Mr.

Thaggard presented the NRC approach to

infiltration at LLW disposal facilities.

the evaluation

of

Some points brought up

during this presentation include:
*

One-dimensional codes do not adequately address the balance
between infiltration and the saturation capacity of the soil.
This leads to the use of two-dimensional models; e.g., VS2D
and VAM2D.

*

To handle various possible designs, partially below-grade,
backfilled vault systems are modeled to address the multiple
processes involved.

*

Research

is

directed

infiltration:

A

to

two

approaches

in

dealing

with

closed-form

analytical

solution and

an

integrated numerical model.
*

Phase 2 efforts will include coupled effects of infiltration
with concrete behavior.

a. Philig. NRC/RES/WME
Dr. Philip addressed engineered systems for LLW disposal sites.
These systems refer to alternatives to the shallow land burial
design; such as below-ground vaults, earth-mounded concrete bunkers
and disposal trenches.
presentation include:

Significant points

raised during this

October 16-17, 1991
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Designs being considered in the LLW PA approach do not include
complicating factors that would be presented by mixed wastes,
as well as LLW.

*

Designs

for

interim and final covers

for

trench disposal

acknowledge subsidence processes.
*

Designs relying on riprap for long-term stability of a LLW
site are calculated for 300-500 years performance periods.

*

In

trying

to

be

conservative,

modeling

concrete

properties of clay may be counterproductive:
chloride will degrade concrete,
degree.

using

sulfate and

but not clay to the same

Care must be taken when conservative assumptions are

assigned.
*

Properties of the concrete system have to account for specific
conditions; e.g., the concrete may be exposed above ground
for up to 30 years and freeze/thaw thermal effects may impact
its performance.

P. Reed. NRCIRESIWME
Dr.

Reed addressed the source term and its role in the LLW PAM.

Some of the points raised during his presentation include:

*

Data used in

the source term module of the PAM are derived

from an actual LLW site in Hanford, WA.
*

Phase 1 will assume total loss of containment with gaseous and
solid phase radionuclides available for release.

*

Phase 2 will address multiple waste strategies; i.e.,
solidified waste, high-integrity containers, etc.

barrels,
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*

The conceptual models in both phases will be deterministic.

*

The approach will involve computer modeling in parallel with
studies relying on experimentally-derived release rates from
LLW at nuclear power stations.

*

The computer codes for source term evaluations are available
on NRC computers.

*

Decommissioning wastes are not being considered in Phase 1.

*

Leach

rates being

considered

are highly time dependent;

extending a short leach rate experiment result to 500 years is
questionable.
*

Radionuclides in LLW vary dramatically in their half lives.

*

One of the major concerns in LLW is the multiple sources of
radionuclides from various waste stream; hence, there is a
poorly characterized source term.

*

A database rulemaking package has gone forward, which includes
a uniform manifest provision.

*

There

does

not

appear

to

be

simple,

rule-of-thumb,

QC

mechanisms providing a wball park" judgment on whether a
complex, difficult-to-understand computer code has overlooked
some basic flaw or process.

T. Nicholson. NRCIRES/WMB
Mr. Nicholson addressed the flow and transport mechanisms for LLW
PA and

(CM).

He noted

that

transport

groundwater and surface water transport.

includes

air phase,

Although groundwater

transport is the major pathway for below-ground disposal,

air
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transport may be more significant in the above ground vault (AGV)
design.

He noted that 10 CFR Part 61 siting criteria strongly

encourage designs that keep the waste above the zone of fluctuation
of the regional water table.

Phase 1 will use simple release and

air-dispersion modeling with the GENII code.

Phase 1 will be more

detailed and realistic (e.g., balancing infiltration flux downward
and air permeability upward for consistency).
address

the alternative designs

pointed out that one scenario --

(e.g.,

Phase 2 will also
Kr.

AGVs).

a desert environment --

Nicholson
could lead

to concentration of radionuclides in the near surface as a source
of airborne release.
which

(Princeton

investigations)

He also discussed further research, some of

University's

would

be

two-phased

very useful,

involvement in the mixed wastes arena.

flux

and

if NRC's

transport

increases

its

Phase 2 of the modeling

effort may use stochastic methods for estimating parameters and
their distribution.

R. Hoag. NRCINMSSILLWM
Mr. Hogg addressed dose modeling in the LLW PA area.

Some of the

significant points made during this presentation include:
*

Some studies have indicated that the irrigation pathway may be
a significant contributor.

*

Phase

1

will

primarily

use

the

GENII

code

for

dose

calculation.
*

RESRAD will be used for site decommissioning purposes.

*

Some problems,

such as

hidden-code" logic and hard-wired
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parameter values, will need to be addressed and modified as
part of Phase 1.
*

Some experts recommended that the PA and CM guidance should
provide

applicant the choice

the

using probabilistic

of

techniques to some degree, given the uncertainties inherent in
the LLW PAM.
e

Concern was raised as to the meaningfulness of an analysis
that mixes stochastic and deterministic methods --

what does

the result indicate?
*

The GENII code permits coupling and decoupling with other
models,

techniques,

and variable inputs,

which are options

largely precluded with RESRAD or PRESTO.
*

Due to the relative depths of the HLW and LLW repositories,
the major uncertainty is not geologic processes (as in the HLW
case), but rather engineered barrier performance.

T. McCartin. NRC/RED/lMB

Mr. McCartin addressed model and code validation.

Significant

points raised during this presentation include:
*

Mr.

McCartin

gave

his

definition

of

verification

and

validation (V&V):
-verification - assurance that the code is providing its
intended calculation.
-validation
world.

-

assurance that the code is representing the real
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The staff will accept previous work in V&V in some areas
(e.g., dose models).

*

Areas where V&V efforts will be directed include infiltration
and concrete degradation.

*

Flow and transport studies have produced data bases from a
number of U.S. and international efforts (e.g., Las Cruces
These are being factored into

Trench, Twin Lakes, etc.).
present, V&V efforts.
*

Validation efforts have been successful for ideal conditions
(e.g.,

flat

hydraulic

gradient);

for

complex

sites,

calibration may be the best goal one could hope for.

G. Allen. State of Nebraska DEC/DOH
Mr.

Allen discussed the use of PA for the licensing reviews

associated with the proposed LLW disposal facility in Boyd County,
Nebraska.

The facility is planned as an above-ground, reinforced

concrete waste disposal structure.

It

provides for disposal of

Class A, B and C wastes, as well as mixed wastes.

Some interesting

points made during this presentation include:
*

Nebraska

has

developed

a

team

approach

and

executed

a

memorandum of understanding between the Nebraska Departments
of Environmental Control and of Health.

They use a managing

consultant HDR, Inc., which manages the team, which is widely
spread in and outside of the state.
*

The Nebraska review team relied on NUREG-1200 (LLW SRP) and
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NUREG-1400 (LLW ESRP) for review of U.S. Ecology (applicant)
safety analysis report (SAR).
*

The generators are contributing financially to the Compact
(Central Interstate)

based on the waste volume generated;

funds are then provided to U.S. Ecology for construction,
licensing and operational expenses.
*

There will be a support structure maintained for sporadic
outside support to the state, should the PA need to be revised
in the future.

*

Mr. Allen also cited NUREG/CR-5453 (Background Information for
the Development of a LLW PAM) and NUREG/CR-5539

(A Self-

Teaching Curriculum for the NRC/SNL LLW PA) as useful sources
of guidance.
*

The

Nebraska

team

questions

Bechtel's

(U.S.

Ecology's

Consultant) characterization of the geology at the Boyd County
Site.
*

An informal and internal guidance document for the Nebraska
modeling terms has been prepared; directions, assumptions and
scenario

identification

are

provided

for

use

in

a

conservative, bounding analysis.

*

The Nebraska teams used the following models:
groundwater
transport,

hydrology,
CREAMS

parameter QA/QC.

for

GENII

for

infiltration,

air

and

PAGAN for

surface

water

and FEKWATER/BLT

for
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Assumptions include total failure of waste containment at
335 years (i.e., 300 years after closure).

-

Radionuclides considered include Tc-99, C-14, I-129 and Cs137.

*

Mr.

Allen

stressed the

iterative

process

of

assessment

involving the applicant, the State, NRC staff,,. consultants,
etc.,

and

the

evolving discussions

between

the

various

parties; furthermore, a worst-case assumption for the modeling
was used.
*

Mr. Allen listed the following issues of concern:
1. Groundwater flow --

*

both direction and rate

2.

Radionuclide leaching rate

3.

Engineered structure degradation

4.

Source term definition and reduction

5.

Problem radionuclides (especially 1-129)

In response to questions on what additional NRC guidance was
needed by Nebraska, Hr. Allen specified the next revision of
the SRP addressing above-ground vaults

(AGVs),

engineered

barrier systems, waste forms, etc.
-

Mr. Allen acknowledged good cooperation and
communication between the NRC and Nebraska staffs.

-

Hr. Allen expressed appreciation to the NRC for the
PL.SAR training sessions, and the wealth of applicable
technical support documentation on topics, such as
degradation of concrete, waste form, etc.

-

NRC's timetable for providing this SEP revision is
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inconsistent with Nebraska's timetable for a licensing
decision.
*

Mr. Allen characterized Nebraska's most significant effort as
focusing on QA procedures and verifications; he cited NRC's
Quality Assurance Guidance for a LLW Disposal Facility
NUREG-1293) as the benchmark.

*

Nebraska is modeling peak concentrations for 1-129 and C-14 to
10,000 years; in this way, it is not expected that changes to
the PA methodology will have a very significant impact.

*

The need for further effort in PA, or even in other areas of
an Agreement State's
multiple

sources:

applicants,

by

licensing process,
in

the

the

state

NRC

is

biannual

personnel,

or

identified by

review,
even

by

by

the

other

interested parties.

No single entity ensures, at all times,

that

maintaining

the

state

is

technical

competence

and

cognizance.
*

Hr. Allen identified the State's Licensing Program Plan which
discusses all aspects, including PA, of the licensing process.
In conjunction with the QA program, this provides continuity,
rationale and institutional knowledge with regard to the
licensing decision process.

*

Mr. Allen indicated that some requirements are at odds with
the overall intent of operating a LLW disposal site;

for

example, there is a backfilling requirement that would defeat
the leachate monitoring system.

However, public perception

would label any attempts to exempt the backfill requirement as

I
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weakening the level of protection.

This is causing regulatory

difficulties.
*

Related to the point above, any proposed change to 10 CFR Part
61 or new groundwater protection standards (e.g., 4 mrem/year
for drinking water)

by EPA, or changes to the NRC guidance

documents would be addressed if they were perceived to be more
stringent.

However, where such changes were p

to be

"relaxations", it would be difficult for Nebraska to implement
them.
*

It was pointed out that NRC had reviewed PA reviews for LLW
sites performed by Utah and South Carolina.

R. Cady. NRC/RES/WMB
R. Cady discussed the development of computer-aided PA.
staff's

present

approach

grew

out

of

the

existing

The NRC
mainframe

environment, relying on remote-terminal use of National Institutes
of Health (NIH) and other computer facilities (e.g., the CRAY at
INEL).

He also mentioned the availability of existing networks,

such as INTERNET and BITNET.

Other points raised during this

presentation include:
*

A combination of model 80486 platforms PCs (1 PC presently in
RES, 4 more PCs on order for RES & LLWM) should suffice for
near-term needs.

There is

some access to quality hardcopy

output and data digitizing through a contractor.
*

Full 3-D groundwater assessment codes may still require the
continuation of reliance on some mainframe-computer support.
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No micro-computer is planned for acquisition, yet.
*

The LLW NRC staff will continue to receive PA/CM support from
SANDIA.

*

There is concern regarding the traceability of both software
and data input sets.

One expert suggested acquiring software,

capable of providing this software/data environment control.
*

The issue of sharing software, hardware and such between HLW
and LLW was raised again; outside of seldom-used, expensive
equipment (digitizers, large plotters), most of these tools
have

to

be

kept

separate

because

of

NWPAA Waste-Fund

restrictions.
*

A suggestion was made to convert FORTRAN programs to the C
Language (more PC-efficient), but NRC staff was reluctant, due
to code QA/QC and V&V complications.

M. Tokar. NRC/WMSSILIWK
Dr. Tokar discussed LLW PA guidance development.

He characterized

the requirement in 10 CFR 61.41 as driving the modeling, guidance
development

and the review plans;

this requirement being the

protection of the general population from releases of radioactive
material.

Other

items

highlighted

during this

presentation

include:
*

Phase 1 Guidance Development consists of:
Chapter

6

Development,

of

the

SRP;

the

Demonstration

draft

and

PA

revision 4 to

STP;

Documentation

a
of

NUREG

on

the

PA

Capability; and a Regulatory Guide (developed from the PA
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These are planned for completion over the next two

fiscal years.
*

The key change to the SEP primarily addressed the release of
radioactive material.

*

The present SRP revision is directed to more clearly linking
site/design information to the

information

needed

for a

performance assessment.
*

The draft STP on PA will be developed in parallel with the SRP
revision.

Topics to be covered in the STP include:

-

Determining source terms

-

Describing uncertainties

-

Selecting codes

-- Performing consequence analyses.
*

Dr. Tokar mentioned coordination and consultation with other
groups, such as agreement states, DOE, international agencies,
etc.

*

Dr. Tokar stressed the importance of hardware acquisition in
meeting the scheduled milestones for PA and licensing, as well
as the overall LLW program.

P.Lohaus. NRCINMS ILLWM
Mr. Lohaus summarized the overall LLW staff capability, noting
the significant reliance on contractual support.

It is their

intention to continue to develop capabilities that are in-house
and independent.

;4
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M. Silberbera. RES/WM
M. Silberberg summarized the overall "team" approach being used
by both NMSS and RES in PA.

He also referred to the LLW

resource/budget issue still under development within RES.
Finally, he reiterated the effort to maintain and augment dialog
with the technical community outside of NRC (e.g., states,
international bodies etc.).

Round-Table Discussion
Dr. Pomeroy invited the participants to offer their impressions
of both days of the Working Group meeting.

Some expressed

skepticism that the NRC staff could, given the constraints,
develop a complete PA/CM mechanism; it would be more advisable to
take advantage of a process that is already ongoing.

Some

concerns were raised regarding the LLW PAM, because of the
A number of the

modular approach and the attendant QA problems.

invited experts recommended a greater reliance on probabilistic/
stochastic techniques to deal with uncertainty in LLW issues.
other experts brought up the "international multiplier"; a term
implying that NRC should take advantage of the experiences in
foreign countries.

Management should be more supportive of NRC

staff direct participation in international fora.

There was

significant support for a greater effort in the source
term/problem definition phase of the LLW PAN.

The caution

regarding multiple responsibilities for the LLW PA staff was
underscored.

r
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Some advice generated during the discussion included:
*

Resolve inconsistency in approach between HLW and LLW
regarding the source-term calculations, specifically with
respect to chemistry and mass transport.

*

The PA should drive the data collection, more so than it
presently does.

*

Investigate the long-term/far-field source/release
mechanism; short-term, near-field leach rates may be
misleading.

NRC staff acknowledged many of these concerns, but programmatic
and budget constraints have limited their progress somewhat.

Due

to the difference of the role of the intruder in HLW and LLW,
there will be some expected differences in how the regulations
are cast.
The meeting was adjourned at 6:45 a.m.

NOTE:

A transcript of the meeting is available at the NRC
Public Document Room, Gelman Building, 2120 OLO Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. Telephone:
(202) 634-3383 or
can be purchased from the Ann Riley & Associates, Ltd.,
1612 K Stroet, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006).
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1.

WiNLcCNr¶

Urder the requirements of the amnded Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NW.A),
mparnt of Energy (DOE) is required to submit to the U.S. Nuclear
the U.S.
Regulatory Camxission (NRC) a license application (IA) for the purpose of
constnrcting aid operating a mined geologic repository for the disposal of
high-level radioactive waste (HER).
Before the Clmissicn can reach a
decision to grant a construction permit and eventually a license to DOE to
receive SUW for storage in the repository, the staff must make a technical
determination that WE has demonstrated ca pliance with the pertinent
regulatory requirements in 10 CFR Part 60.
To support the requirements of NWPA and crduct the review of ME's LA, the
Division of High-Level Waste Management (CHI)
has stated in its
Five-Year Plan that it wo.ld develop methods aid a capability to independently
evaluate ME's technical evaluations and findings about the natural system and
the repository design. This ie
review capility wo±ld include
developing analytical methods (including caqter Goels aid other appropriate
analytical software) and developing the technical staff capability to use
these resources and methods. The review methodolgies aid pxrcedures will be
documented in review plans.
2*

BJRIVSE AND REPONRT'

The purpose of this repot is to describe the ftnticnal needs for the CogM
technical evaluations that will require caqpter hardware and software. Frem
these desciptiaxs of fw-tional nes, the appropriate Hauter systems can
be designed. The needs that have been developed in this report respond to the
request frao R. E. Brvwning, (1990) to assist him in evaluating the lorn-rarne
computer hardware aid softwar needs for the Division in the context of an
integrated plan for the entir Division.
This report focuses only an the functional needs of the CHINK staff.
Interactions and cccnications with other groaps ai organizations, such as
the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWA, or the Center), are
indicated, but the evaluation was not intezded to describe fuectional neds
for such supportin organizations.
A list of the participants in the Task Grou is given in the Appendix.

This report has been arranged to provide sae brief badcegroud information
that inclue an explanation of the strcture of the work (flow of
information), the assumptions on which this evaluation is based, and a brief
description of the present MM
J
mPuzter resources.
the i mmeiate and
projected five-year nrse for coqixter hardware and software are expressed as
functional needs. The fuinctional needs are those capabilities necessary for
the staff to make the tenical deteminations that the data, information,
interpretations, and eventual designs comply with the regulatory requirements.
3. RV3UZROUND
For the DOE technical staff to make the d.-xstration and the NRC technical
staff to make a determination that the public safety and welfare have been
protected according to prescribed regulatory requyirents, they will process,
evaluate and comm=nicate a voluiinous amount of data and information.
The
general relationship for the flow of information and major areas of evaluation
for the development and review of a repository license application are snown
in Figure 1. DOE has evaluated the regulatory requirements and developed an
"Issues Hierarchy" that it used to guide the information needed and
consequently the design of the site characterization program and repository
design program. In a parallel fashion, NRC is making a "Systematic Regulatory
Analysis" that results in a set of "information needs" that if provided, would
satisfy the regulatory reqiremnts. Basically, these information needs will
be satisfied from the extensive anmout of data collected from site
characterization and those data existirq in the general store of physical data
and other information.
the transition from the site characterization and
general information to satisfying the reqguiremants of the regulations will be
accomplished by the technical evaluations and analyses that constitute a
deifKzntration by DOE or a determination by NBC. Also, compilations of site
information will be used by the eqinerering staffs for designing the
structures and all the nexessary courxMnts of a repository.
Design
information will then be used, possibly for several iterations, to evaluate

campliance with all siting criteria and subsystem performance objectives and
the total syst
pemforar. Audits will be used to maintain a vigilance,
checking for

1corpliacl" with apropriate quality control procures and

checking that these pro

yures are being "effectively implemented."

This general repr
tation for the structure aid flaw of technical
evaluations and informtion is provided to assist in developing the computer
hardware aid software rys.
Assimpticus on which the task group based its developnent of functional needs
were:
NRC technical staff will have "read-only access" to DOE databases and
ccpxter program (codes), where they reside on DOE ccmpiters, through
high-speed cxc-anication lines.
The Ltcensing Support System (LMS)
will be available for retrieval of
text (and image) information from "high priority" documents and
LCrrespxdenoe
by early 1994 (Report to the Advisory Committee for
Nuclear Waste (ANEW) by Lloyd Donnelly on May 25, 1990, p. 202).

2

Figure 1. Structure of License Developm

I ;u-ind F-va-ilua tion
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In addition to the NRC-stpported NUDOCS dozent reftrene system, the
EHIM will maintain and support axs
to Divisicn referenze document
data ba
(Hydrologic Tansport teinical referece data base and the
referene of the Site Characterization Plan (SQ)) until the ISS becaes
operational.
NRC staff will be expected to use available methods, models, and cod
aid to develop methods, models, and write ¢rputer prcgrais.
NRC technical staff will be provided with oapxter hardware and software
comensurate with that used by its supportirs contactor (i.e. CNRA).
N.C staff will be trained and provided nesary aid appropriate
experience to becme cagetent with model theories, data requirements,
proram operation, and analysis of results.
For reference, the configuration of the present DI1N' amputer and software
resources is shown in Figure 2, and the relation of these resource to the NR:
corpzter coTunication system and omputer support services of the CWRA is
given in Figure 3. Based on the assumptions above and the irputer and
cmunication configurations shown in Figures 2 and 3, there are considerable
camputer and c cations interfaces reqaired for HIJM support.
The
functional needs to use and ifprove these resources will be developed in the
followirn sections.
4. F-

l

h

The functional nsed for staff technical evaluations, which will require
cputer hardware and software, have been expressed in terns of three biuget
activities (LicAnse Review Capability, Site Quracterization Review, aNd ?WPA
Regulatory Requiremnts and Guidarne) and a fourth cateory called Managenent
Support and Other Considerations.
The License Review Qpability has been
divided into three major sub-activities for develm=nt of the functional
requirerents. Thus, six sets of fwutional needs have been developed, as
shaw

below:

A.

License Review apability
1. Analysis method Preparation - F-ctional Needs
2. Iterative Perfo
r Assesnt - Futional Needs
3. Review Plans Preparation - Functional Needs

B.

Site Characterization Review
4. Report Review - Ft-f-ional Needs

C.

NWMReulatory RF1iirezents and Guidance
5. Rulemaking Suport, Technical Positions, Systematic
Regulatory Analysis, and LA Format and Content Guide Funcional Needs

D. Managent Support and Other Consideratias
6. Managestnt support - Functional Needs
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(Note: The structure and descriptions of the N Division of High-Level Waste
Management (
IUu
) program were abstracted frcm a rote by Rbert Johnson
(3/27/90), Subject: "Revised Strateic Analysis of HIM Five-Year Plan
Activities," and "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmnission NY 91-95 Five-Year Plan;
Chapter VI, High-level Nuclear Waste Regulation Mission Area, High-Level
Nuclear Waste Regulatioi, High-Level Waste Licensing Program," pp. 20-31,
Draft 05/24/90.)
4.1

(A.) license Review CDapbilit'y

Resources are needed for the technical staff to develop methods ard a
capability to independently evaluate DOE's License Application.
The overall
need to develop this capability has been covered, for the purpose of HLWM's
planning and budget assumptions, in the "Licensing Review Capability" program
area, which has been divided into the following three major subordinate
program areas:
1. - Analysis Method Preparation
2. - Iterative Performance Assess-ent
3. - Review Plans Preparation
4.1.1 (1.) Analysis Method Prenaration:
A fundamental aspect of the license review capability will be the
developnent and use of various technical analyses that will be needed to
evaluate DOE's investigations, reports, donstrations of favorable and
adverse conditions, and evaluatiens of subsystem performance.
Such
analyses will be involved in many aspects of preparing for and making a
license review, such as natural system decr-iptions, representation of
natural system processes, subsystem modeling, erqineered barrier design,
waste package design, and the operations facilities design.
Analysis Functional Needs:

Analytical Activities
Capabilities are needed to obtain data, manage and manipulate data
files, and analyze these data.
Capabilities are needed to copy into files on the staffs'
personal co=puters (p) or into the files on mainframe

cocputers, used interactively by staff, subsets of numerical
physical data from the crauter data base files of:
DOE, Sandia - SEPDB,
records of data
maintained by DMW (SUM Staff, 1990)
DOE, MM
- Meteorological data base,,

records of data, PC data base.

DOE, rWGS

- Well level records,
data,
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records of

DOE, USGS

- Sauthern Great Basin Seismic Network data
base
DOE, Sarnlia - Stratigrapic cross-section data, (Ortiz, et
al., 1985)
ME, Sarnlia - Sorption data (SSMS II), 3000+ sorption
ratios with associated eperimental design,
water chemistry, and stratigrahiic and
mineralogical data (dBase III]. (Bayley, et
al., 1990)
DOE, SarKiia - Density/porosity data-Yucca Mt. tuffs.
(Schwartz, 1990)
DOE, LUN]L - hemecurdic data base for geocemical
FA
model, ED3/6. (Wanner, 1986)
L
Sorption data. (Heyer, 1989)
DOE, FN1
- Meteorological data base,
DOE, NIS
- Well level data base,
DOE, NMs
Sstm data
Sseormation
DOE, SK& - Geograepic
- WAISTORE data
USGS
- Digital elevation model data and digital
USGS
line map data
- Digital geologic map data base
USGS
- National Earthquake Information Service data
USGS
- Well log data
USGS
USGS
- Geoxhysical (gravity, magnetic, seismic
reflection and refraction) data
USGS & di :hers - satellite image data
USGS & ot;hers - aerial phjotgrrphs/video images
National Weather Service - Meteorological data,
- Soils data, soils maps.
USDA\, Scs
- Rainfall, runoff, watershed data
USCnArf
or Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analysis - te
Cal
Center
fc
data bas
- technical staff data bases
(Note: The sucrce of many types of data for the Yucca
Mouintain site can be fund in Tien, et al. 1985)
(Note: Regardirig data transmittal, there have been Federal
endeavors to facilitate the high-speed transmittal of
data, with the "High-Ferformancx
CO Juting Act of 1990"
[U.S. GoY. Printing Office, 19901)
Capabilities are needed to manage and manipulate[ small to large

data bases/files

that

hardware.

such capability will

Also,

will

require apr riate
require

omputer

appropriate

software suh as:

wINW
dBASE
EX=

PARADMX

Advanced Revelation
Staff-written programs
Client server software suitable for Local Area Networks
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4,

Capabilities are needed to analyze and display spatial and
temporal data such as:
-Geographic Information Systems (graphical overlays of
many sets of spatial data requiring special software ard
crpjter hardware to display high-resolution color
images) .
-Three-dimensional image constnrction with rotation and
zoOM-in and -out to any scale, displayed on highresolution color monitors.
-Construct geologic stratigraphic and structural features
models using such software as:
* Interactive Surface Modelinq(Dynamic Graphics)
* CPS-l,CS/FE, C6/FC(Radian)
* B/Z-MP, Z-EDrT, SI'R /IEW, Z-CAP, ZIM, ZLAND,
ZCL(ZYODR)
*•Ck
(GE)
* IGIS

AGS/880, Applicon 885 Graphics System (Ortiz, et
al., 1985)
-Correlate different geophysical logs by overlaying
different ones.
-Correlate different geophysical surveys (i.e. gravity,
magnetic, and seismic).
-Conform digital elevation model data prepared by the USGS
with the geologic structure and stratigraphic models
developed for a given site or region.
-Calculate and display two and three dimensional plots of
data.
-Derive any desired two-dimensional cross-section or
three-dimension grid information from the conformed
surface topography and subsurface geologic models, for
use in numerical flow and transport models.
-Utilize general visualization techiques (Pellerin, 1990;
and Hosinski, 1990)
*

Capabilities are needed to analyze and make a ses-UM;nts for
determinations of whether DOE has Adeqately demonstrated that a
repository can be cnstructaed and operated at a given site, as
required by regulation. The staff will need the capability to:
-Cmpile and run a variety of engineering and
scientific ompIter programs ( es) such as:
DC-3D(Sardia), VA20(HydrcGeologic Inc.),
FE(`USGS),
TOUGH, IaRD-3 (RHOWA), NE'~N-2 (Saidia)
-Construct natural systems models (i.e., geologic
structure, top apic, runoff/infiltration, flow,
flow/transport, etc.).
-sake assessments of thermal and other pertinent effects
in making evaluations of the behavior of cormonents of a
waste package.
-Check ME's designs, which will include analytical
methods to evaluate the engineered barrier system (EBS)
and the specific waste form that is part of the EQS.
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4.

-Prepare complex irtpzt files for Bqiter mGiels.
-Display, graphically, cBuiter model results in two ard
three dimensions.
-Electronically capture and format digital data fan
printed graphic and text material.
-Digitize maps, charts, and graphs.
-Develop/use artificial intelligence/expert system
software.
-Make statistical analyses and use geostatistical codes
and sensitivity codes (regression and adjoint).
Literature Search and Report Preparation
Capability is needed to "capture" selected two- and threedimensional graphics and images and incorporate them in written
reports or other documents beirq prepared by the technical staff.
Capability is needed to flow-chart computer programs written by
staff and incorporate flow charts and program listings in reports.
Capability is needed for the NRC staff to interrogate and extract
information frmm the CNWRA "Program Architecture System," when
making evaluations or preparing technical reports.
Capabilities are needed to control and manage existing in-house
files of technical references used by the technical staff (e.g., the
Hydrologic Transport Section file of references (over 500 references
on a dBase data base], the file of SCP references, and other such
in-house reference files at CNQA and other locations) and the
capability for all staff to access information from these files for
reference and incorporation in analyses and written reports.
Capabilities are needed for access to and use of existing
"out-of-house" reference databases such as one currently at National
Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST)
(planned for
incorporation in the MMA database) containing waste-package data
citations and data reviews.
That database contains over 1000
pertinent citations with abstracts and about 110 data reviews.
These numbers are expected to continuously increase so and is
expected to have about three times this amount in five years.
Capability is needed to digitize and store information from a
printed page for ctosition of technical reports requiring citation
of reference material from printed published papers, letters. etc.
Capabilities are needed to use the Licensing Support System (LSS)
when it becomes available, and to provide the associated document
management and qiality control r-qirements for HmW documents, as
promulgated by 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J.
Note, the LSS will not
provide the "read-only" access to scientific and technical data
bases that will be needed in the technical analyses discussed in
section 4.1.1.
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Personal cWaters (FCs) with 386-486 processors or equivalent
High-resolution graptic workc staticrn (omparable to CNWRA Silicon
Grapics)
PC memry upgrades (4-8 megabytes memry, at least)
PC math co-processors (cdhe)
PC increased haro-disk storage

High speed (56KB or higher) leased line to OAW
IEM 9370 connection to ommercial/DCO networks
Access to laser printers and plotters
Memory upgrades of existing laser printers
Access to color printer
Data base acce
through low-noise lines
Data base access through high-speed madm
Digitizer to digitize graphical data
Scanner to convert text data to digitized form
Local area network
optical disk drives (CD ROms)

frml NRC IBM 9370

Fax boards
Software us%

Upgrade PC operating systems (S2,, Unix, etc.)
Graphical interfaces (Windows, Windows, Mtitf etc.)
PC coapilers(i.e. Lahey EM32-F77L Version 3 Fortran)
Medium- to high-end graphic software packages
Various programcing and file manipulation utilities
Hard-disk utilities, to maintain the increased disk storage
Caqxter-aided design software (AutoCad, etc.)
Three diwensional graphics programs (Wavefront - Data Visualizer,
Visualizer Paint and Advanced Visualizer Server; etc.)
Flow-charting software to document cimputer program
4.1.2 (2. -Iterative Performance Assesment:
A significant aspect of the licensing review ca
ility and the analysis
methods is uderstading and developing a methodology to make a
performance assesmrent (PA) of the overall repcsitory system, thereby
determinirq that the Erironmental Protection Agency (EPA) Cmuilative
Release Standard has been met. Performance assesmrnt is a synthesis
that requires the foundation of and information from the "analysis
methods" activities. Thus in addition to the needs for the "analysis
methods," performance assesmrnt has s
additional nes,
as expressed.
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1.

Performance Assessment Functional Needs:
Capability is neded to ifplem.nt the Sardia performanc assessment
methodology.
Cpb ility is needed to use svdi cputer prograns as "Code
CXplers" and NEFrRAN-2.
Capability is neded to make ie
nt performance assessrent
evaluations.
The NtC staff needs to be capable of using developed carpter
models ard
, ard of usirq or developirn the follaing:
-system codes
-Appropriate canfigurations of flow ard transport
models for a given system
-Appropriate onfigurations of radiclide sumre term
odes
-Appropriate cnfigurations of heat transfer mdels,
including thermal cnvection
-Appropriate configurations of th
Anical response
-Appropriate representation of geologic structural
deformation
-Graphical at
odes
-Data base manipulation
apability is needed for NR staff to modify
puter programs/odes
to met a particular need or to use on a different omzter system.
Capability is needed for NRI
codes on an ad hoc basis.

staff to develop their avn ;Fiter

Specific Nees
Hardareneeds

Personal coputers with at least 6 to 8 meabytes RAM on at least a
386 cmputer.
Memory upgrades for 386 oupfters to at least 6 megabytes
Math ros=or
qjrades to all 386 oqwters (InE 80387)
Math c-proessor upgrades to all non-386 amq1ters
Cmvection to oirecial/DOD netrks
S -ry upgrades for HP Laserjet printers for e
IhaCed grapuics (1

MSIP

mi.)

Softar

Fortran oopilers
Lahey E77t version 4 (for non-386 aipters)
e F77 EM/32 Version 3 (for 386
)pqzters)
Graphical prossors
GRAMM (Golden Irc.)
StURF
(Golden Inc.)
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4.1.3 f3.) Review Plans Preparation:
The staff will prepare a unber of review plans, to guide its review of
DME's overall licensing pmram.
A License Application Review Plan
(LARP) will guide the staff's review of the data cllection activities,
data, and assessments thr ughout ME's site characterization program,
preliminary site characterization sufficiency, and, ultimately, the
license application (LA).
The LARP will integrte and focus the staff's
regulatory programs and analysis method capabilities with the review
criteria and procedures the staff will use to conduct its independent
review of ME's LA, including PA. In developing the LARP, the staff will
develop a License Application Review Strategy (LA1S), from which a
Performance Assessment Review Strategy (PARS) is to be prepared based, in
part, on ME's Performance Assessment Strategy Plan (U.S. ME, 1990).
Review Plan Preoaration Functional Needs:
Capability is
needed for staff to reference the technical
evaluations done under analysis methods and iterative performance
Capability is needed for staff to reference the document references
and incorporate selected Information, tables and figures in the
written guidance or review plans being prepared by the staff.
(Refer to the "Literature Search and Report Preparation" section of
the "Arenalysis Functional Nes" - similar capabilities are needed

for this activity.]
Specific Nes

(No additional ones identified, refer to pp. 10-12]
4.2

(B.) Site Characterization R

NRC review of the SCP progress reports will fols on: 1) new information
about the site, design, ad perforance estimates; 2) new issues and
plans to resolve them; 3) charses to the original plans and schedules;
aid 4) DOE's progress toard resolving potential licensirq issues. tN:
also will be reviewiM Study Plans, Site/Repository Technical Reports,
and Major Dign Reports. Technical staff will be involved in technical
"interactions" with DOE technical staff, ACNW, NWIMW, and NAS.
Since the basis for satisfying the information needs arisirq from the

regulatory requirements regarding the protection of public health and
safety will be, in part, the extensive anw.nt of data collected frum site
characterization, this activity will provide the major aImt of material
that can be used in the devellpmnt of the license review capaility
described in Section A, above. As information from site characterization
becomes available, these dat4 will be used by the NRC technical staff, to
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the extent they are able with the provided capiter resoucs, to gain
experience idep
iny
n ii
DOE's demastratiars of varioLzs
o!oIInts of the geologic

repository performarc.

4.2.1 (4.1 Report Review Funtional Needs:
Capability is needed for staff to dcstc calculatins,
predictions, analyses, and data in ME technical reports.

model

<s ard use (inmprt
Capability is need for staff to qutickly a
text material) reference information aid other file information
relevant to the review and evaluation of DOE study plans and other
site characterization documents.
[Refer to the "Literature Searuch and Report Preparation" section of
the "Analysis Functional Needs" - similar capabilities are needed
for this activity.]
Sloecific Needs:

[No additional ones identified, refer to pp. 10-12]

4.3

(C.)INWPA Rbulatorv Frx.u

its and Gidance

To provide reasonable assurunze that DOE's license application can be
reviewed within the 3-year period mardated by the NWPA, NRWwill provide,
by EY 1998, appropriate and timely regulatory guidance to DOE. NRC will
develop technical positions to clarify the meaning of certain
requirements of 10 cFR Part 60, describe %whatmuast be proven to
demstrate cmpliance with the NRC regulaticos, give criteria for
acceptable testin or analysis methods, and resolve potential licensing

issues.

4.3.1 (5.) Ruleman2drg Surzxort. Technical Positions. Svstsnatic

RE99Aultr &Znalis. and IA Format and Content Guide

-

Functional

Capability is needed for staff to cdeck calculations, model
predictions, analyses, and data in DE technical reports and open
literature reports.
Capability is needed for staff to quickly acoss and use (inport
text material) reference information and other file information
relevant to the review and evaluation of DOE documents and other
literature.
Capability

is

needed

to

access and

use the

architecture support system (PASS) data base.
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CNWRA

program

(Refer to the "Literature Searc ard Report Prepration" section of
the "Analysis Funtional Needs"

-

for this activity.]

similar capabilities are reeded

Soecific Needs:
(No additional ones identified, refer to E. 10-12]

4.4

(D.)

SMuptpoa

rt ard Other 0MEideSat!

Certain managemnt functicn

are needed to suport the tecnical analyses,

review plan preparation ard reviews as

beloprw:

4.4.1 (6.) Managm t Sumxort Functional Needs:

Ca ility is needed for imeiiately providing the appropriate
hardware and software support services to the Division staff (i.e.,
expand staffing plan to provide for copiter suport personnel or
have such staff detailed from =4 to the Division)
caeability is needed to make trerd analyses. Staff needs capability
to identify, track, ard evaluate t zxis in the DOE stardard
deficiencies reports of their quality awsrmncs audits. (Ref.
Memraran J.W. Gilray to J.J. Linehan, 6/15/90, p. 4, item 0.)
apility is needed to maintain an "Open Ite Tracking" system.
Capabilities are needed to prepare

R

charts and make various

a sessments of staff resources ard utilization,
project znanagent.

as need,

in

Capailities are needed at the Omite Representative office to

prepare high quality printed material, i.e., letters, charts,
overheads and have (E-mail) comnzdeations with Hearters.
Soecific Needs:
- Loca Area Nebmrk (LN) to rapidly extane data (documents ard
-

5.

Planng and project mnsoftware

REWXX2MOTNS

AND DISaCULSIC

As has been prsented, the DOE tenical staff will be

Wking a demirstration

and the NRC technical staff will be making a detriation that the public
safety aid welfare have been protected aoxording to prescribed rgulatory
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reMe
nts.
To do so they will process, evaluate, and =ricate a
voluminoas aziunt of data ard information. For NC to effectively transfer
this volume of information and make the nesary analyses in a ezputerized
world, high quality and the ocntemporary aspter and =mvmication system
are required. Thus the Task Groap makes the following re rdations and
then follows with discussions of scme of the issues and
servations
encountered durirq the deliberations of the Task Grwp.
5.1 Reconrdations
The Task Group re
rds that the Division of High-level Waste Management
(CHge) arrange for a Laqxter system design and irplementation plan to
fulfill the functional nes
that have bee developed in this report. It may
be possible for the Office of Information Resouroes Management (IM) to
develop the cLarter system design. Another possible sourc for the oampter
system design may be the Center.

The Task Group reivneds that the functional needs be immediately onveyed to
the UN for its information and aonsideration in developing its budgeted lorn
range aorpter needs for the agency. The report may also be used by MA to
prepare the ccPrzter resource allocations for the HIM.
The Task Group reccmnds that planniyq and bgeting be flexible enoug to
permit prdases of software and hardware not foreseen in the previeus fiscal
year. This bidget flexibility should be used to furnish needed items for
existing aid new staff xmbers. The bzxgetirg should also be for software aid
hardware purcdases not included in the list of its
sported by NW, so that
individual requirements of staff members can be met as the needs arise; excess
from such a budgeted fund, if available durin the last quarter, wld be used
to upgrade existing Ec.
The Task Group reSmerds that plannirq and buxgetirg be sudi as to provide

the NR: staff with
pitsr capabilities that remain current with advancing
technology and software upgrades: and that MM plan for continuous
auter
and software upgrades, to
---date
ntinid
irvements in mOter
technology and developing software capabilities.
5 .2 Discussia
A subgroup of the task gro

enVt soa effort deating the use of the terms

"nes" and "
nnu." M* issue of what was the tore appropriate term
to use for this report was resolved by usirn the following cnnotations. A
rule or regulation "eires
s thlding, ad certain capabilities are "needed"
to acorplish that eird
sethig.
hus it was intere
that certain
Co~pter hardware and software capabilities wil be
needed
to aozqplish the
reuired license application evaluation and firdings, as dictated by the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act. If, hwever, one thirnks it better to replace needs
with requirements then that is acoptale.
In developirn the cHmputer needs for the Division, it is generally
inappropriate to assign priorities until a system design has been prepared.
However there is one need that should be inzwiately maintained and ertaxe,
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namely the oepiter data bas for the. Division technical referencs, and
copfter acxass to the text material in these referens. It was one of the
ass~.m~ti~ that the Division would prwvide such capbilities until the ISS
became
tial
in abt
1994.
For these concered that NRC does not have the resoure
to make a
capprehensive technical evaluation of the information beirn collected by WE,
consider that it could be possible, with presently available Bmiter hardware
and software technology, to provide the NR EHM technical staff with the
With such a capability, the
capability to make oertrehensive evaluations.
staff could effectively and efficiently focus its inquiries into the DOE
program aid investigations. For an irdication of the capabilities of the
present cBixter technology, those interested might refer to "OASIS: A
Graphical Decision Suport System for Groui-Water Contaminant Moelirq," by
Newell, et al. (1990) and "learning to Drink from a Fire Hose," by Waldrop
(1990).
In the past two years, the NWRA has submitted to the N an Autated Data
Processing Plan (OAP, 1990) each year that gives-a two year plan for its
suport of the HL}M(, Office of Research, and Office of General Counsel NWPA
program activities. The CNWRA has just coupleted a survey (Youn, 1990) of
the NM and CNM geoscience technical personnel, to ascertain their perceived
needs for "technical cautin requirements." The results of the survey were
tabulated and desired capabilities and work products ranked. When a ccupiter
system design is made for the Division, these repxrts shOuld be consulted by
the designers for a tabulation of the perceived needs, by selected staff, as a
cotplement to the functional needs for the entire Division, presented in this
evaluation.
The specific needs that have been listed in this rert
constitute a caposite
of all the perceived and desired needs of the marry staff memers who
contributed to this report. There has been no attempt to indicate the number
of each item that would be needed, as that determination would be part of the
system design. These items, along with those reported in the CNWRA report
(Young, 1990), can be referenced by whoever develops a system design.
Those staff mmibers involved with "modeling" want mana nt to understand
that many of the =pWter prograns (cades) were not developed by the NRC
staff, but by NRC cotstractors or other agencies. Henoe,. to use these programs
as they wanr written, it is necessary for the staff to have suitable coupxiter
facilities to rum them. For mainframe scmuter systems, there appear to be
It is more c!Tmnf
ample resoces available to the staff (nlM, NI3, CMWRA).
in this age of rapidly increasing couputer capability (poJer) to see many more
programs (codes) developed for use on personal caqiwters. Most of the staff's
personal ccputers are presently inadequate for these
s.
For example,
although NRC sponsored the development of the VAPMD code (HydroGeoLogic, Inc.)
and the DCM-3D code (Sandia, A1266), there are presently no personal
cmcpiters, available to the staff, capable of running them. They can only be
run by the staff on mainframe cmputers, which requires modification of the
program by the staff, and may be more costly.

As thes needs were developed, it became ever mre apparent that developing or
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urd~stard~z~ the tenical analysis methods is prioary nd a prursor to
preparirg review plans and makfrq revie.
Such a
by an
Briiarins
&ax~ TwSki-Gr
participant thusly,

i

was exressed

"As part of the rAmP, the staff will rely An the urderstarxing dctairn

n perfornt
in makuin analyses cod odyctfr inO
The expqrienc
gained in those activities will be

establishment of suitable plans for reviewidq the DOE work."
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